HANDI QUILTER EVENT
JANUARY 11 AND 12, 2019
Amy Domke was a fine arts major in college. When assigned a project using an "unconventional"
medium, she made a quilt with the help of her neighbor. Thirty years later, Amy is still quilting. She
loves exploring new styles and trying new techniques. After many years of renting time on a longarm
at a local shop, she purchased her own machine. She now quilts professionally on an HQ Infinity
with the HQ Pro-Stitcher.
Amy teaches quilting classes at her local shop, ranging from ruler classes to longarm classes. She also
travels to give one-on-one instruction to new machine owners. From her studio, she also accepts
quilt commissions and is in the process of releasing patterns for her original designs. She is a
member of the Handi Quilter Inspiration Squad and has been featured in some Handi Quilter ads.

BUNDLE PRICE
BOTH DAYS, 4 SESSIONS $120.00
Save $20 by purchasing bundle

CALL THE STORE: 503-585-7771 TO
REGISTER
FRIDAY, JANUARY 11
TIME: 10:00AM-1:00PM
COST: $35 Morning

Seating is limited.

LONGARM QUILTING BASICS
Does longarm quilting interest you, and you’d like to learn more about it? Or do you just want a review of
longarm basics? This class removes the mystery of longarm quilting by explaining machine and frame
elements and features, how to load a quilt, and vital facts about thread, needles and tension. Handi Quilter
longarm and frame systems come in various sizes for every budget, are user- friendly because they are
designed by a quilter, for quilters – just like you!
TOPICS INCLUDE:
Basic machine and frame elements and feature • Bobbins, tension, needles, and thread • How to load a quilt
onto a frame • Quilting with Groovy Boards and pantographs • Rulers, Micro Handles and basic free motion

FRIDAY, JANUARY 11
TIME: 2:00PM-4:00PM
COST: $35 Afternoon

LONGARM TOY BOX
Buying a longarm machine is only the first step toward successful quilting. Wait until you see what these
nifty gadgets and accessories can do to make your quilting even more accurate, faster, easier and more fun!
Come see why you’ll be reaching for these tools again and again, and always with a smile!
TOPICS INCLUDE:
Design, audition, and application tools • Quilt-loading and frame accessories • Handi Feet options •Channel
locks and straight line options • Thread management and tensioning

SATURDAY, JANUARY 12
TIME: 10:00AM-1:00PM
COST: $35 Morning

INTRODUCTION TO THE HQ PRO-STITCHER, PART 1
HQ Pro-Stitcher is an intuitive computer-guided quilting system designed especially for use with Handi Quilter
longarm quilting machines. User-friendly and simple to operate, the step-by-step process for each function is easy
and fun. Whether finishing your own quilts or considering a quilting business, come see the elegant and precise
quilting you can accomplish with an HQ Pro-Stitcher. New owners – start here!
TOPICS INCLUDE:
• Overview of support resources available on-line • Overview of menu and basic functions and design catalog • Fit a
design to a block using Skew and Resize, XForm and Align • Demonstration of the HQ Pro-Stitcher Simulator • Overview
of Art & Stitch

SATURDAY, JANUARY 12
TIME: 2:00PM-4:00PM
COST: $35 Afternoon

PROGRESSIVE QUILTING WITH HQ PRO-STITCHER
Learn how to create continuous border and corner designs; easily digitize your own designs using the features under the
Record menu; and quilt on-point designs and areas larger than the throat-space of your machine.
TOPICS INCLUDE:
•Working with border and corner units • Managing “wonky” borders and blocks • Quilting areas larger than the throatspace of your machine • Quilting on point designs, sashings and triangles • Recording your own designs with HQ ProStitcher
Snacks and Beverages will be provided both days. There is a 1-hour break for lunch from 1:00-2:00 both days.
Lunch is on your own.

